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Abstract:
In biopharmaceutical development, there is a strong desire to enhance throughput to allow an organization
sufficient bandwidth to support all process and formulation development activities that may simultaneously
occur. There are many options available to the analytical lab but robustness is imperative for adoption of the
technology. Technology that may not provide the level of quality expected from instrumentation within the
quality control laboratory can be adopted within the development space if it is fit for purpose.
Conventional CE Instrumentation (Beckman and ProteinSimple) have been the workhorse for the biotherapeutic
development and quality control laboratories. Microfluidic technologies including the GXII (Perkin Elmer),
Bioanalyzer (Agilent), HPLC-chipLC (Agilent), and ZipChip (908 Devices) have been evaluated for potential
replacement of conventional instrumentation based on expected throughput enhancements, ease of use, and
data quality. Applications that have been transferred to a microfluidic format include size heterogeneity (CESDS), charge heterogeneity (CZE), glycan analysis, and RNA/DNA analysis.
The general separation profiles achieved with microfluidic technology were consistent with profiles generated
using conventional instrumentation. Minor differences in the profile and quantitation were evident in some
cases that appear to be related to the molecular substrate. Despite minor differences in some cases, the
technology has been applied within Pfizer to rapidly characterize process development design space. The
technology was also successfully applied to support development of a non-mAb vaccine conjugate. More
recently, the ZipChip has been utilized for analysis of intact and proteolytic mapping of monoclonal antibodies
(mAbs) and antibody-drug conjugates (ADCs) offering CE-MS capability that did not previously exist within our
organization.
Although data was generated using microfluidic technology that showed promise for adoption in the
biotherapeutic development space, our organization has been slow to transition. This is mainly due to
expectations for data quality to be on par with conventional systems which in our experience has not always
been the case and seems to be dependent on the molecule being analyzed. An additional drawback may be the
reduced flexibility that users may have with developing new applications within the provided framework. There
are however areas where microfluidic technology does have a niche such as CE coupled to MS detection.
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